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Increase your views, your subscribers and your ranking by only optimizing your videos The video
platform YouTube is one of the most visited websites on the internet. Through it's massive
popularity, the website is experiencing a significant increase in importance. Numerous entertainers,
companies, coaches and many more try their luck on the biggest platform for online videos, though
only a few of the many YouTube channels become successful and a great deal of amazing
channels don't get the attention they deserve.The ranking of a video decides, more than most other
factor, your success on YouTube. One of the main reasons that your videos don't get enough views
is that they're simply not optimized enough. The website has specific algorithms, influencing the
ranking of a video. If a video has good YouTube-SEO, it's easier to find it, thus generating more
views, subscribers and a greater reach.The best video on YouTube won't be successful if, through
bad Video-SEO, it can't be found. To address that problem and to help you with it, this eBook was
written. It shows you what's important in an optimized YouTube-SEO and explains how you can
make the best out of your videos. Successful YouTubers know of the importance of good
video-SEO and utilize it to ensure the growth of their channel.If you're interested in learning the
most significant factors of ranking and moreover require valuable advice in the subjects of building
your channel and ensuring it's steady growth, this eBook is your solution. At the same time it doesn't
matter if you want to generate customers or have an entertainment based channel. This book is
suitable for people who want to get more subscribers, views, a greater reach or higher publicity. It
delivers the best knowledge in compressed form and provides the best possible ranking for your
videos... and all that in less than 30 minutes!I will give you the secret to raise your ranking, so your
channel gets the attention it deserves.Are you ready to get your YouTube channel onto a higher
Level? This eBook answers the following questions and many more: â€¢ Why is the right
YouTube-SEO nearly indispensable?â€¢ How do I find promising topics for my videos?â€¢ Which
conditions should my video fulfill to rank higher?â€¢ How to I position my video to ensure that as
many users as possible find it?â€¢ How do I find the perfect Keywords for my video?â€¢ Which
factors influence my ranking immensely and which don't?â€¢ How do I adjust the video settings to
rank my videos higher?â€¢ How can I raise the number of my subscribers?â€¢ Which marketing
strategies provide me with the advantage that I need to surpass my competitors?Start improving
your YouTube Marketing NOW by reading this ebook!
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This is a gold mine! As I was reading this this book, I got really excited. Finally, I will be able to
increase the ranking of my channel and gets the attention it deserves. If youâ€™re interested in
learning the most significant factors of ranking and valuable advice in the subject, this book is for
you.

This is an excellent book for those who publish their videos on YouTube. I am one of those who
often publish interesting recordings, but I did not know the tricks that will qualify them better. Now I
know how to optimize my YouTube SEO and I already see that the number of views are increased.
With this review I just want to thank to Author for good advice.

This book contained all the details that help to increase traffic to your channel on YouTube. The
manual offers many examples backed by statistics. And it works.! Thank you very much for these
hidden methods! Purchase will not regret!

This book here is hold to many information about Youtube . Youtube is one of my favorites.This
book here written by Martin Goodwin just reveals the Secrets behind Youtube Ranking system
.Actually I brought this one for my brother . He is a directer of short films.This book help him to get

more viewers in Youtube for his sort film and to improve youtube ranking of his videos. Youtube is
the second largest search engine in the world .Youtube search function follows certain algorithms
that shows the user the most relevant video .You can break it by become a youtube SEO .This book
explained it clearly.Its explain about Creating a video , Keywork research, Video settings, and
marketing etc .Its one of the best book for some one who interested in earn from youtube .

This is a good book regarding YouTube rankings. The author has given useful tips to make your
videos viral and attract people. The writer mentioned, how to use keywords for your videos, titles,
tags, etc. All the information is good and very useful. I recommend this book.

Author have manage to write all the details one needs to know about getting more traffic on your
Youtube channel and videos. I was so much excited to read this book and after reading it now i am
totally satisfied with it.

Great Tips here for people new to YouTube thinking they can just throw any old video up there and
leave it.You need work to get it to rank and anyone to see it and this book gives you some great tips
to do that.
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